"Merry Christmas" - from the Staff

Tech, Georgia Council Groups Ask Aid From Student Bodies In Contacting State Legislators

Chancellor Sanford Sends Letter to Tech Students

Dr. Brittain received a letter this week from R. V. Sanford, Chancellor of the University System of Georgia, concerning the effects of the action of the Southern Accrediting Commission on the University System. Mr. Sanford was mimeographed and passed on to the advisory and student body by Dr. Brittain.

In the letter Chancellor Sanford stated that he felt that the action of this and other schools affected by the ruling have grounds to believe that the action would result in loss of credit because of the Association's action. He further reasoned that if the credits would be good through the summer school session next year. And he added that he firmly believes that when the Accrediting Association next meets it will replace the schools on the accredited list. This action will become effective, according to Mr. James I. Teat, assistant to the President, on January 5, 1942.

Opinion Regarding Immediate Legislative Action Is Requested

The University System of Georgia Student Executive Committee has joined with the Georgia Tech Student Council Committee in an effort to contact the Georgia House of Representatives to request action to be taken to solve the problem of the University System. Since some counties are not representative at Tech, and students from many others have not volunteered to conduct the survey, the Student Executive Committee requests the aid of Georgia students to do their part in making the survey thorough.

Radio Club Made Key Control Spot For Defense Communication Network

Radio Club Members Will Be On 24 Hour Schedule Under Direction of Jerry Lecato

At a special meeting of the Georgia Tech Radio Club on Wednesday, December 10, the club was addressed by Captain Devander of the Georgia State Defense Corps. The Captain requested the aid of W4AQL, the club's amateur radio station in helping the State Defense Corps form a radio communications network covering the entire state. The functions of the Tech station will be to act as a key control station for the state-wide network. The members of the Radio Club immediately voted to give their services to the State Defense Corps.

Lecture Association Presents Graff Ballet

In early January the Tech Lecture Association will present the artistic climax of the season—the Graff Ballet. Called the "most artistic of the arts," ballet is a combination of music, dance, story, costume of select devotees who have given their lives to the art of ballet. The Graff Ballet is considered outstanding in that it is entirely American, and is not bound by the classification that so frequently dominates the theatre today. Whether in the fast stepping modern tempo, or in the slow, graceful melodies of the Old World, the Graff Ballet is reputed to be a top rate performance.

War Survey Shows Students Confident Of Ultimate Victory for Democracies

By Ned Jenaicke

Although the first reaction of the average Tech student to the sudden Japanese attack in the United States was astonishment and disillusion, this sudden emotion affected a calm outlook on the entire developing situation. It is altogether probable that the first Allied victory will be won by the American production line and its superior products. The average student believes that with close Allied cooperation, final victory will be obtained, but not without a hard fight. He stands ready to take the bad news with the good news and to fight on until the end.

Former Tech Man At Pearl Harbor

When the Japs left Pearl Harbor after their surprise attack, they left behind them, alive and well, William Russell Rusk, captain of the Tech football team of 1929 who is, at present, project manager for the Raymond Concrete Pile Company at Pearl Harbor.

In addition to playing on the football team for four years and being captain for two years, Mr. Rusk was on the Student Council for two years, was on the Honor Roll one year, and was a member of the Southern Athletic Society, the Building Club, and the Theta Chi fraternity. He graduated in 1932.

Mr. Rusk was associated with the Raymond Concrete Pile Company while he was engaged in surveying for the Rome Bowl Stadium at Tech. He began work for them after his graduation in 1939, and has been with them ever since.
Atlanta’s Entertainment of RAFFine; Why Not US Army?

The TECHNIQUE would like to take this opportunity to congratulate publicly Atlanta and her kind people for so thoroughly entertaining the English RAFF pilots last Sunday.

Approximately one hundred of these fine young men came up from Camp Cochran in special buses and gathered in the Naval Armory, where they were welcomed by members of the Selective Service. There they met by the Atlanta families in whose care they were placed for the remainder of the day.

We feel certain that this gesture of friendship nobly reflects the true American spirit and helps to make more completely to unite us with Britain. Our inter-allied instrumentality is in bringing us nearer victory over the axis powers.

However, we were wondering about our own boys. Why can’t this fine display be repeated many times, but with American soldiers? They work just as hard for the common cause. They are just as lovely. They, too, are far from home. Why doesn’t the committee or persons in charge arrange for bus-loads of American soldiers to have Sunday dinner with Atlanta families? Let’s look out for “our boys” as well as those of our allies.

G. S. K.

Reader’s Sensible Suggestion

The students of Georgia Tech are facing the most crucial times in history. Thousands of students will have their future threatened unless something can be done to keep our school in the top ranks of colleges.

Every day, in fact, the most serious kind of consideration. Let every student keep this in mind when he or a group of students, take any action. A false step would mean disaster for every student on our campus. If everyone keeps these suggestions in mind, we will keep Tech where it is now—on top.

GROVER MEDNERT, ’45.

Path of Social Integration

“World social integration has progressed far enough for mutual interdependence but not far enough to avoid destructive competition, so that we find ourselves in a transitional phase of human evolution in which cultural clashes and moral differences are matched only by our colossal ignorance of basic social mechanisms. One wonders whether blood, tears, and sweat are the only price to pay for Social wars within the same species of an insect society are practically nonexistent—21st. By Alfred R. Roehm, University of Chicago, an sociologist, elaborates on a favorite topic: Bugs get along with their own kind. Why can’t people learn.

Christmas dinner.

“Will, that’s about all we have to say. If you do plan to pay a visit, just leave a few things that can last us a long time. And we won’t mind, at all, if you don’t even step by the house. It’s Christmas to us to be able to go home and sit around and talk with Dad and Mother. Save all those big presents with which you’ve been planning to surprise us. We know they’ll mean a lot more later on.”

G. S. K.
Dance will be presented in the main ballroom. The Auburn Knights will play for the festive occasion. The outstanding fraternity colors will be blended with superb music and the largest orchestra to present an evening of dance to be preceded by a banquet.

The outstanding event of the evening will be the S.A.E. Formal which will take place between the hours of ten and two. I ballroom decorations will be blended with Old Gold and Royal Purple, the fraternity colors. The outstanding event of the evening will be the SAE Formal and will feature all the outstanding fraternity colors.

The Georgia Phi Chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity will celebrate its fifty-second anniversary as a Tech Chapter, to be presented by Bob Sanders, President of the chapter. Following the banquet a formal dance will be presented in the main ballroom. The Auburn Knights will play for the festive occasion. The Formal will take place between the hours of ten and two.

The formal, will highlight the Christmas social season at Tech. The ballroom decorations will be blended with Old Gold and Royal Purple, the fraternity colors. The outstanding event of the evening will be the SAE Formal and will feature all the outstanding fraternity colors.
Battalion II emerged victorious from one of the hottest contests yet featured in the annual fencing tourney. In a photo finish, the squad made up of Jerry Tellefsen, Holm- on Harris, and Jerry Burg, edged out the Non-military and Navy teams. When the tournament had been completed these three teams had each won four out of five matches; however, when individual bouts were added up, the Coast Artillery was proclaimed victor since had lost the least number of single bouts. Last year's champion ship Navy team composed of Tom McMurry, Van Windishman, and Bob Goodman, was just a split sec- ond behind in third place with the difference of one more bout.

The cup, awarded by Foil and Mask Society to the best keglers on the Tech campus. The champions of the Gold League are the Sigma Chi keglers followed for second plate by the K. A. "Sex." The Chi Phi's are leading in the "White" League with only one more match to complete. There is, however, keen competition between the K.E.'s and the Phi Delt's for second place.

On the 16th of January, 1942, each member of the twenty-two fraternities on the Tech campus. The champions of the Gold League, in the 'White' League with only one more match to compete. There is, however, keen competition between the K.E.'s and the Phi Delt's for second place. For the 'White' and 'Gold' championships. There will be an elimination among the remaining ten teams to decide the best keglers on the Tech campus.

RIALTO
Starts Thursday, Dec. 18
"HER ENLISTED MAN"
Barbara Stanwyck
Robert Young

Jackets and California Drop Post-Season Game As Result of U. S. Jap War

By Ed Owen

Georgia Tech's sixth game with University of California, to have been played this December 27, was canceled last Thursday afternoon, Dec. 11. The game, always a tentative one, was called off after a long-distance call by Prof. A. H. Armstrong, chairman of athletics at Georgia Tech. The reason given for the cancellation was that many seniors on both squads were expecting service commissions and wished to spend Christmas at home with their families. The dropping of the game by several days the Army's announcement that no post-season football games would be played on the West Coast due to the danger from air raids.

First Game in 1929 Coach Alexander announced the cancellation of the game to the mem- bers of the Jacket squad Thursday, Dec. 11, who received the news with a cheer. Captain Charlie Sanders, of Vanderbilt is the only change con- sidered in Tech's 1942 schedule. The line-up of teams, which will read Georgia Tech will be dropped from the series. This will leave an open
date. The Tech Athletic Association is-
ning me to the Army's announcement that no post-season football games would be played on the West Coast due to the danger from air raids.

Game with Navy In 1942 Considered by Athletic Officials

Georgia Tech will be dropped from Vanderbilt's 1942 football schedule, to be replaced by Mississippi State, it was announced by Vanderbilt officials last Monday.

The Commodores would have played in Atlanta next year, but by mutual agreement the two schools arranged a one-year suspension of the series. This will have an open date on the Tech schedule, which will officials are planning to fill with a game with Navy, it was hinted Monday.

Game Probable Although no contract has been signed yet, because of certain sched- uling switches Navy will have to make, the game is highly probable. Tech played the Naval Academy in 1924 and 1925, and both schools would be agreeable to resuming a pleasant rela-

Vandy Only Change So far as is known, Navy instead of Vanderbilt is the only change con- sidered in Tech's 1942 schedule. The Jackets will play their usual tough
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Jacket '42 Cagers Will Begin Season on Jan. 10

Sophomores of Last Year Will Be Backbone of Squad

Concluding Chances Look Bright

Scouts and record books having been handed out weeks ago, the unheralded basketball season has slipped up on us again. With last year's erratic-handed out weeks ago, the unheralded '42 Cagers Will quickly getting into shape right promising and the Varsity dribbling is slated to get under way Jan. 10.

Green Squad Last Year

Last year with three sophomores in the starting line-up, the squad rang up six straight before meeting the outlook has been pronounced

Begin Season on Jan. 10

With an added year's experience the season. Then their greeness began to expected to be somewhat prolonged, this season.

1941 Basketball Schedule

Jan. 16.—South Carolina at Columbia
Jan. 18.—Vanderbilt
Jan. 20.—Kentucky
Jan. 24.—Missouri
Jan. 31.—Auburn
Feb. 3.—Auburn at Auburn
Feb. 6.—L. S. U. at Baton Rouge
Feb. 7.—Vanderbilt at New Orleans
Feb. 11.—(Home game)
Feb. 14.—Vanderbilt at Nashville
Feb. 19.—Georgia at Athens
Feb. 21.—Georgia at Athens
Feb. 27.—Tournament at Louisville

Victory Cafe

Operated By Men of Long Experience

In the Restaurant Business

40 Peachtree Street

At Five Points

EAT CHRISTMAS and NEW YEAR'S DINNERS WITH US

.Operation By Men of Long Experience

Merry Christmas From Your Friends

H. KESTLER'S & CO.
Department Store
92 Whitehall Street

No Food Over 12 Hours Old

The Varsity

All glasses mechanically washed and sterilized
We make our own Ice Cream
CURB SERVICE

Pres-A-Lite

Rich's Store for Men...First Floor

PRES-A-LITE

No Food Over 12 Hours Old

The Varsity

All glasses mechanically washed and sterilized
We make our own Ice Cream
CURB SERVICE

Extra Points

GRID MENU...The possibility and probability of bombings of the West Coast and metropolitan New York have made the South the sports arena of the nation. Starting December 27th with the North-South game at Montgomery, Ala., continuing with three New Year's Day games, and closing with the East-West clash on January 3rd, football and more football is on the menu for Dixie fans. Our picks to start the new year—Duke in a hard-fought Rose Bowl victory over Oregon State; Fordham over Missouri in the Sugar Bowl; Texas A. & M. will stop 'Bama in the Cotton Bowl; and we're prejudiced on this one—T. C. U. to stop Sinkwich and the Bulldogs in the Orange Bowl.

CHASING THE PUCK...One of the fastest and toughest games in the sports world is hockey. Georgia Tech is represented, unofficially, by a roller hockey team that could hold its own with any in the country. The boys, all Tech men, beat some of the best Southern team last year, and just last to the Midwest champs. The game as a spectator sport is unexcelled. The action takes place so fast that it takes a steady and fast eye to follow the little black puck around the circuit. Chief opposition will come from Kentucky and Alabama, favored SEC teams. A standout attraction will be the battle with the invading Irish of Notre Dame.

WINTER QUARTER OPENS JANUARY 5th

New Evening Division

Emory University Law School

Registration at Law Bldg. on Emory Campus
(Only 100 yards from car line)

...By Association of American Law Schools and American Bar Association.

Phone Dean C. J. Hilkey, DE. 1621, Ext. 60, for full details.

PRES-A-LITE

Rich's Store for Men...First Floor
Frat Socials—
(Continued from Page 3)

Kappa Sigma
Following tradition set by Coach Alex, the Kappa Sig's will have a big party for eight orphans at their lodge. Festivities start early and will include a house dance.

Phi Delta Theta
The Theta's will throw their annual Christmas party, complete with gifts.

Pi Kappa Phi
The Phi E's will entertain at a house dance and dinner party on Friday evening.

Sigma Chi
A buffet supper will precede a house dance and celebration at the Sigma Chi mansion.

Sigma Nu
The Sigma Nu's will make merry at a Christmas party for pledges and members at their house. Haitl Nick will pay a call and gifts and trimmings will decorate the tree. Egg nog will be served to all jolly brothers.

Phi Sigma Kappa
Some day next week, a Christmas party for pledges and members at their house. Haitl Nick will pay a call and gifts and trimmings will decorate the tree. Egg nog will be served to all jolly brothers.

Tighten Up

RECRUITMENT

1. THE TECHNIQUE, ATLANTA, GEORGIA

Friday, December 19, 1941.

SOUTHERN DAIRIES
MILK  ICE CREAM
SURVISED BY SEALTEST
SERVED AT THE COLLEGE INN

YOU'LL HAVE A BIG TIME AT BIGTOWN
BIGTOWN Recreation BILLIARDS
At Five Points — 1015 Edgewood Avenue
One of America's Finest
20 New Brunswick Tables — Lanchoonette
Air Conditioned

How to Win Friends
in an easy lesson
Treat yourself and others to wholesome, delicious Wrigley's Spearmint Gum. Swell to chew. Helps keep breath sweet, teeth bright. The Flavor Lasts.

Defense Courses In Radio
Are Offered to E. E. Seniors

Georgia Tech is one of 40 schools chosen to give a new defense course in Ultra-High-Frequency Techniques. This course, which is of tremendous importance to communication and radio location, will be under the direction of Dr. J. H. Howey of the Physics Department who has recently returned from a three weeks conference held at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Representatives from 40 selected schools attended the conference and received information on the latest developments in defense applications of ultra-high-frequencies, and plans were made to give uniform level of instruction at all schools.

New Apparatus

Some of the apparatus which will be used is so new that special arrangements had to be made to secure it from research laboratories where it has been developed. Among the apparatus which will be used is a new type of thermionic tube, called a klystron, which has been developed by physicists working at Stanford University. This new type of tube is capable of developing appreciable amounts of power at wave lengths as short as 10 centimeters.

The need of men trained in Ultra-High-Frequency Techniques is so great that the national defense training of course is offering college credit to those taking the course, which is open to any student in any school. Approximately 200 students from 40 selected schools will be enrolled in the course.

The Tech Marine Engineering Department is expecting some 40 men to complete the course in one hour of laboratory. It will begin January 5, 1942, immediately after the Christmas vacation. Hours are being arranged so that it will be available to both regular and co-op students who have the necessary prerequisites training in electricity.

After the Dance
Come to the
ORIGINAL WAFFLE SHOP
90 PRYOR STREET
Just Below Candler Building

Tune in the Christmas Spirit
It's Chesterfield Pleasure Time
Enjoy the music that everybody likes
N. B. C. Stations

SOUTHERN DAIRIES
MILK  ICE CREAM
SURVISED BY SEALTEST
SERVED AT THE COLLEGE INN

How to Win Friends
in an easy lesson
Treat yourself and others to wholesome, delicious Wrigley's Spearmint Gum. Swell to chew. Helps keep breath sweet, teeth bright. The Flavor Lasts.

Hill-Yates Wedding
Set for Tomorrow

An announcement which appeared in the Atlanta Journal recently, is of great interest to both faculty and students of Georgia Tech. Mrs. Stella Hill of Forsyth, tells of the forthcoming marriage of her daughter Stella to Tech's own Leighton Doblin Yates. This marriage which will take place tomorrow, is truly a Georgia Tech affair. Miss Hill is departmental Secretary of the departments of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, and Mr. Yates is an Instructor in the Department of Chemical Engineering.

Pass Necessary to Enter
AeronauteS Building
One week ago the Aeronautes Department of Georgia Tech installed a system to keep general visitors out of the departmental building. If one must enter the building after seven o'clock, a pass must be obtained from Mr. Dutton at the Aeronautes Building.

The department is expecting some 40 men now in the building at all times.

Merry Christmas
everybody...this is
your old friend Fred Waring

This time I'm coming to you
With a timely shopping tip...
Drop in at your tobacco store
Take a look at the handsome way
Your Christmas Chesterfields are packed.

You never saw the like
Of these swell gifts...
Big ten package cartons
Cartons holding four tins of 50
And brand new this year
Special greeting cartons
Holding just three packs

This year it's Chesterfield
For more pleasure than
Anything else you can buy for
The money.
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